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0 UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

lop• April 16, 1981 

Docket Nos. 50-254 
and 504265 

Mr. J. S. Abel 
Director of Nuclear Licensing 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
P. 0. Box 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 

Dear Mr. Abel: 

In response to your requests of November 7, 1976 and February 21, 1978, 
with supplements of May 31, 1978, April 25, 1979 and February 14, 1979, 
the Commission has issued the enclosed amendment Nos. 66 and 60 to 
Facility Operating License Nos. DPR-29 and DPR-30 for Quad Cities Station 
Units 1 and 2.  

These amendments consist of changes in the Technical Specifications for 
each of the .two units which chan e setpoints for certain system settings.  
These changed setpoints are for (1) turbine condenser low vacuum scram, 
(2) main steamline low pressure isolation, (3) main steamline high flow 
isolation, (4) ECCS-ADS interlock and (5) ECCS fill system high pressure 
alarm. These changes in instrument and system setpoints have been made to 
reduce the number of nuisance alarms and spurious trips caused by setpoint 
drift. The changes will not adversely affect safety margins defined in 
the Technical Specifications for each unit.  

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing 

Enclosures: 

1. Amendment No. 66 to DPR-29 
2. Amendment No. 60 to DPR-30 
3. Safety Evaluation 
4. Notice 

cc w/encl: 
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DOCKET NO. 50-254 

QUAD CITIES STATION UNIT NO. 1

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 66 
License No. DPR-29 

1. The nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission)has found that: 

A. The applications for amendment by the-Commonwealth Edison Company (the 
licensee) dated November 7, 1976, February 21, 1978, as supplemented 
May 31, 1978, April 25, 1979 and February 14, 1979, comply with 
the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as ampended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations 
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (1) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Specifi
cations as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, and 
paragraph 3.B of Facility Operating License No. DPR-29 is hereby amended 
to read as follows:

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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B. Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, as 
revised through Amendment No. 66 , are hereby incorporated in the 
license. The licensee shall operate the facility in accordance 
with the Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: April 16, 1981



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 66 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-29

DOCKET NO. 50-254 

Revise the Appendix"A" Technical Specifications as follows:

Remove Add

1.0-2 
1 .1/2.1-2a 
1.1/2.1-3 
1.1/2.1-8 
1 .1/2.1-10 
3.1/4.1-3 
3.1/4.1-8 
3.1/4.1-9 
3.1/4.1-10 
3.2/4/2-6 
3.2/4.2-11 
3.2/4.2-12 
3. 5/4.5-8 
3.5/4.5-16

1.0-2 
1 .l/2.1-2a 
1 .1/2.1-3 
1.1/2.1-8 
1 .1/2.1-10 
3.1/4.1-3 
3.1/4.1-8 
3.1/4.1-9 
3.1/4.1-10 
3.2/4.2-6 
3.2/4.2-11 
3.2/4.2-12 
3.5/4.5-8 
3.5/4.5-16
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H. rmniting Conditions for Operation (LCO).- The limiting conditions for operation specify the minimum 
acceptablc levels or system performance necessary to assurc sare startup and operation of the facility.  
When these conditions are met. the plant can be operated sarcly and abnormal situations can be "raely 
controlled.  

1. Ltmiting Sarety S s)cem Setting (LSSS) -The limiting safety systeml scitings arc scttings on instrumento
lion which initiate the automatic protective action at n lcvel such that hc ,safely limits will not bi 
exceeded. The region between the safety limit and these settings represents margin, with normal 
operation lyi-ng below thcsc settings. The margin has been cstablishcd sd that with proper operation or 
the instrumentation, the safety limits will never be exceeded.  

K. Logic System Functional Test A.-logic system functional test means a test of all relays and contacts of 
a logic circuit from sensor to activated d vice to ensure all compontcis are operable per dcsion intent.  
Where possible. action will go to complction; i.e., pumps will be started and valves opened.  

L Modes of Operation - A reactor mode switch selects the proper interlocking for the operating or 
shutdown condition of the plant. Following are the modes and interlocks provided: 

1. Shutdown - In this position, a reactor scram is initiated. power to the control rod drive., is removed.  
and the reactor protection trip systems have been dcenergized for 10 seconds prior to pet m 11,v¢ oiir 

manual reset.  

2. Refuel - In this position, interlocks are established so that one control rod only may be withdrawn 
when flux amplifiers are set at the proper sensitivity level and the refueling crane is not over the 
reactor. Also. the trips froi:i the turbine control valves, turbine stop valves, main steam isolation 
valves. and condenser vacuum are bypassed. if the refeling crane is over the reactor, all rods must 
be fully inserted and none can be withdrawn.  

3. Startup/Hot Standby - In this position, the reactor protection scram irip-. initiated by condenser low 
vacuum and main steamline isolation valve closurc. are bypassed. the low prcomare main stehnl 
isolation valve closure trip is bypassed. and the reactor protection systcm is energized. vii h IR M and 
APRM neutron monitoring system trips and control rod withdrawal interlocks in ser~sice.  

4. Run - In this position the reactor system pressure is at or above . psig. and the reactor protection 
system is energized, with APRM protection and RMB interlocks in service (excluding the 15c high 
flux scram).  

M. Operable - A system or component shall be considcred operable when it is capable of performing ts 
intended function in its required manner.  

N. Operatting - Operating means that a system or component is performing its intended functions in its 
required manner.  

0. Operating Cycle - Interval between the end of one refueling outage for a particular unit and the end of 
the next subsequent refueling outage for the same unit.  

P. Primary Containncnt lIntegrity - Primary containment integrity means that the drywell and pressure 
suppression chamber arc intact and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

I. All manual containment isolation valves on lines connecting to the reactor coolant system or 
centainnirnt which are not required to be open during accident conditions are closed.  

Amendment NRo. 66 
1.0-2
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The definitions- used above for the APr.M 
scram trip apply. In the event of oper

ation vith a maximum fraction lirliting 

powcr dcnsity (PXLOD) grcater than the 

fraction of rated power (FRP). the settinl9 

shall be gmodified as follows: 

S~(.65W0 + 43) ~Y-LPD 

"The definitions used above for the A.PM 

scram trip apply.  

. • The ratio of FRP to MFLPD shall be set 

aqual to i.O unless the actual operating 

value is less tha. 1.0, in which case 

the actual operating value will be used.  

This may also be performed by ii.creasing 

the APRM gain by the inverse ratio, MFLPD/FRP, 

which accomplishes the same degree of pro

tection as reducing the trip settiiig by 

FRP/MFLPD.  

C. Reactor low water level scram setting 

shall be 144 inches above the top of the 

active fuel* at no-znal operating condi

tions.  

D. ReactOr o�Xc water level ECCS initiation 

shall be 84 inches (+4 inches /-0 inch) 

above the top of the cctive fuel* at 

normal bperatifng conditions.  

* E. Turbinc stop valve scram shall bc 5 10% valve 

"closurc from full opcr.

F. Turbine cont.rol valve rast closure scram shall 
initiate upon actuation of the fast closurC sole

Snoid valves which trip the turbine control 

valve&.  
G. Main stcarnlinC isba'tion valve closure scram 

shall be : 10% valve closure from full open.  

H. Main stearnlinc low-pressure initiation of main 

sicarrllinc isolation valve closure shall be 

2S25-psig.  

*Top'of acotive fuel is defined to 

be 360 inches above vessel zero 
(See Bases 3.2)

O Amendment No. 66 1. 1/2.• - ,?a

I i

0

a
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I. Turbine EHC control fluid low-pressure scram 

on loss of control oil pressure shall be set at 

greater than or equal to 900 psig.  

J. Condenser low vacuum scram shall be set at 

>- 21 inches Hg vacuum.

Amendment No. 66 1.1/2.1-3
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1 1,4 Incrcase In the APM scram trip setting would dcrease tht.,.argin present before the 

U fuel claJ.linj 1ntcgjrity safety limit is reached. The APfM4 scrant trip setting was determined 

San analysts of margiins required to provide a reasonablc rangce for maneuverin.g during 

Operation. sciucing this operiting margxn would increase the frequency of spurious scramns, 

"vhich have an adverie Pffrct on reactor ýaf,:ty bccau:-- of the re:sultinq ther..-.i strcs.nes.  

Thus, the AP'RK scr..- trip sctting was selectrd'tecCu-e it provIcde• ade7'uate ma:r.;n ior th.

fuel cladling 4ntc7r,'tv safety limit yet allow5 operating margin that reduces the possibil

ity of unnecets.ary scr.ims." 

The scram trip setting must be adjusted to ensure that the IXGR transient peak is not 

Increased for" any co-bination of maximum fr.action of limiting power density (MFLPD) And 

reactor core therrmal power. Tha scram scttincj is adjusted in accordance with the formula 

In Specificatlon 2.1.lA.. whcn the MFLPD is greater than the fraction of rated power (FRP).  

* The adjust•.cnt may be accomplished by increasing the APPX qain by the r2ciprocal 

of F81P/1WI.PD. Thi.s provides the same degree of protection as reducing 

the trip setting by:FRP/MFLPD by raising the initial APRM readings 

closer to the trip settings such that a scram would be received at 

the same point in a transient as if the trip settings had been re

duced by FRI' 
MFLPD" 

2. AP"UM Tlux Scram Trip Setting (Refuel or Startup/Hot Standby M:ode) 

'or opcratLon In the Startup node while the reactor is at low pressure, the APRM scram settir 
Of 15% of rat:d pc-wer provides adequate thermal margin between the setpoint and the safety 
limit, 25:" of rated. The margin is adecuate to acc=...odate anticipated maneuwers associateS 
with power plant ntartup. effects of increasinq pressu.re at- :z.ro or S1w ,reid c:ntenz are 

* mitnor,'co.l w:f,.:r , . tv. ,b1L. ,hrl~n atartup 1j noL much co'•Cr L::lai ::it uie'.J.y "s t:: 
.$'5t=.- tVM,:L.t%.:. c.,9.-CaLents a:e small, and control rod patterns are constrmined to be 
uniform by operacinj proce-urei *.z.:•ed um by the rod worth minimizer. Of all possible souZce, 
of reactivity input, uniicrm control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of significar.: 

-. power rise. because the flux distribution associated with uniforn rod withdrawals does not 
) • involve high local pcaks, and because several rods must be moved to change power by a signif: 

cant p•rcentaqe of rated power, the rate of power rise is very slow. Generally. the heat fl-.  
is in near tquilibrium with the fission rate. In an assumed uniform rod %4thdrawal approach 

" to the scram level, the rate of power rise is no more than- 5-" of rated power per minute. ar.d 

the ?APR a cystem. would be more than adequate to assure a scram before the power could exceed 
* the safety limit. The 15% AYRM scram remains active until the mode switch is placed in the 

R Pun position. This switch occurs when reactor pressure is greater than 625 psig.  

* 3. pmi Frlux Scram Trip Setting 
4 

c n The IPL 'ystem consists of eight chambers, four in each of 'the reactor-protection system loc 
.channels. The I9 is a 5-decado instrun=ent which covers the range of power level between z: 
covered by the SM and the APRm. The 5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges, each being 
lone-half a decade in size.  

The IM scram trip.setting of 120 divisions is active In each range of the IPM. For examplt 
if the Instrument wero on Range 1. the scram setting would ba-120 divisions for that range: 
likewise. if the instrument were on Ran.e So the scram would be 120 divisions on that range 

SThus, as tha llt'i i* ranced up to accom-modate the increase in power level, the scram trip xe" 
ting is also ranged up.  

The mo.t difqnifLcant -ources of reactivity change' during the power increase are due to cont 
rod with'r.iwl. In order to ensure that the IRM provides adequate protection against the 
""ingle rod wthdrAvAi error, a range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analyi 
Included Rtarting the accident at various power levels. The most severe case involve3 an 
" initia -conditionIn which the reactor is just subcritical and the IRM system is not yet o 

• •s€&le.  

.AddltlonAl consprvatimv wa.s taken In this anptlysto b-y r-n-uming that the I.%% cha.rne! ClOSe.  
40 the `.:r~r " i b** i.d. The reOSult: of :nis ... alysis show that the ZjCPCtOC LS scr:..  

1.6 ' r0,' r lsnit..J to 1.- of rated power, thus maintaining rCPR above the fuel cladding 
0 1 Inirtr.ty nafety liL..t. Cased on the above analys-s, the PM. provides protection ag3ainst 

local control rt-1 withvraw.l errors and continuous withdrawal of control rods In sequence 

provides bAckup protectioun for the APRM.

Amendment No. 66 1.1/2.1-8
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G. Rcr,,r::r Conlant Low Pressure lthllies Main Steam Isol.tion Valve Closure 

The low-pressure isolation at 825 psig was provided to give Protection against fast reactor depres
surization and the resr 1'ng rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advant-age was taken of the scram feature which 
oc-curs in the Run mode when the main steamline isolation vwl'es rLe closed to provide for reactor 
shutdown so that operation at pressures lower than those sp-cificd in the thermal hydraulic safcty limit 
docs not occur, althoufh opcration at a pressure lower than 825 psig would not necessarily 

constitue an unsafe condition.  

H. Mlaib Stlcajlýne Iolatlon to V'Ile Clusure Scram 

The low-pressure isolation of the main stcamllncs at .?2. psig was provided to give protection against 
rapid reactor depressurization and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantaec was taken of 
the scram feature in the Run mode which occurs when the main stcamline isolation valves are closed to 
provide for reactor shutdown so that high power operation at low react.or pressures does not occur, thus 
providing protection for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures 
low&r than 825 psig requires that the reactor mode switch b- in the Startup position. where protection 
of the fuel ciadding integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM and APRM high neutron flux scrams.  
Thus. the combination of main steamline low-pressure isolatdon and isolation valve closure scram in the 
Run mode assures the availability of neutron flux scram protection ovi-r the entire range of applicability 
of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation valc closure scram in the Run mode 
anticipates the pressure and flux transients which occur during normal or inadvertent isolation valve 
closure. With the scrams set at 10% valve closure in the Run mode, there is no increase in neutron 

") flux.  

1. Turbine EHC Control Fluid Low-Pressure Scram 

The turbine EHC control system operates using high-pressure oil. There are several points in this oil 
system where a lost .'oil pre.sure could result in a fast closure of the turbine control valves. This fast 
closure of the turbine control valves is not protected by the turbine control valve fast closure scraim. ,nce 
failure of the oil system would n.it result in the fast closure solenoid valves being actuated. For a turbine 
control valve last closure. the core would be protected by the APRM and high-reactorprcssure scrams..  
However. to provide the same mar.•ins as provided for the gcnic ator load rejection on fast closure of the 
turbine control valves, a scram has been added to the reactor protection system which senses failure of 
control oil prc:.surc to the turbine control system. This is en anticipatory scram and results in reactor 
shutdown before any significant increase in neutron flux occurs. The transient response is very similar 
to that resulting from the turbine control valve fast closure scram. The scram setpoint of 900 psig is set 
high enough to provide the necessary anticipatory function and low enough to minimize the number of 
spurious scranm. Normal operating pressure for this system is 1250 psig. Finally, the control valves will 
not start until the fluid pressure is 600 psig. Therefore, the scram occurs well before valve closure 

L. Condenser Low Vacuum Scram 

Loss of condenser vacuum occurs when the condenser can no longer hanidle the heat input. Loss of 
condenser vacuum initiates a closure of the turbine stop valves and turbine bypass valves which 
eliminates the heat input to the condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass valves causes a presure 
transient, neutron flux rise. and an increase in surface heat flux. To prevent the cladding safety limihtfrom 
being exceeded if this occurs, a reactor scram occurs on turbine stop valve closure in the Run mode. The 
turbine stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate to prevent the cladding safety limit .from 
being exceeded in the event of a turbine trip transient with bypass closure* 
The condenser low vacuum scram is anticipatory to the stop valve closurc scram and causes a scram 
before the stop valves are closed and thus the resulting transient is less severe. Scram occurs in the Run 
mode at .21-inch fig vacuum stop val'se closure occurs at 20-inch Hg vacuum, and bypass closure at 7-inch 
ltg vacuum.

Amendment No. 66
1.1/2.1-10
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gallons. As indicated above. there is sufricient volume in the piping to accommodate the scram withowt ImpIrment 
of the scram times or amount ofinscrtion of the control r6ds. This functlon'sbuts the reactor down, - bile su flcient 
volume remains to accommodate the discharged water and preclude; the situation in which a scram would be 
required but not be able to perform its function adcquately.  

Loss of condenscr vacuum occurs when the condenser can no longer hzndke heat input. Loss of condenser vacuum 
initiates a closure of the turbine stop valves and tnirbine bypass valves, which cliniinates the heat input to the 
condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass vahvcs causes a p'essure transient, neutron flux rise, and an 
increase in surface heat flux. To prevent the cladding satlty limit from being cxccedcd if this occurs, a reactor scram 
occurs on turbine stop valve closure. The turbine stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate to prevent 
the cladding safety limit from, being exceeded in the event ofa turbine trip tracsient with bypass closure.  

The condenser low-vacuum scram is a backup to the stop valve closure scram and causes a 
scram before the stop valves are closed. thus the resulting transit•nt is less severe. Scram ozcurs at 21 inches Hg 
vacuum, stop valve closure occurs at 20 inches Jig vacuum, and bypass closure at 7 inches Hg vacuum.  

High radiation levels in the main steamline tunnel above that due to the normal nitrogen and oxygen radioactivity 
are an indication of leaking fuel. A scram is initiatcd whenever such radiation level exceeds seven times normal 
background. The purpose of this scram is to reduce the source of such radiation to the extent necessary to prevent 
excessive turbine contamination. Discharge of excessive amounts of radioactivity to the site environs is prevented 
by the air ejector off--gas monitors, which cause an isolation of the main condenser off-gas line provided the limit 
specified in Specification 3.8 is exceeded.  

The main steamline isolation valve closure scram is set to scram when the isolation valves are 10% closed from 
full open. This scram anticipates the pressure and flux transient which would occur when the valves close. By 

) scramming at this setting, the resultant transient is insignificant.  

A reactor mode switch is provided which actuates or bypasses the various' scram functions appropriate to the 
particular plant operating status (reference SAR Section 7.7.1.2). Whenever the reactor mode switch is in the 
Refuel or Startup/Hot Standby position, the turbine condenser low-vicuum scram and main steamline isolation 
yalve closure scram a'rc bypassed. This bypass has been provided for flexibility during startup and to allow repairs 
"to be made to the turbine condenser. While this bypass is in effect, protection is provided against pressure or flux 
increases by the high-pressure scram and APRM 15% scram, rcspectively, which are effective in this mode.  

If the reactor were brought to a hot standby condition for repairs to the turbine condenser, the main steamline 
isolation valves would be closed. No hypothesized single failure or single operator action in this mode ofoperition 
can result in an unreviewed radiological release.  

The manual scram function is active in all modes, thus providing for a manual means of rapidly inserting control 
rods during all modes of reactor operation.  

The IRM system providcs protection against excessive power levels and short reactor periods in the startup and 
intermediate power ranges (reference SAR Sections 7.4.4.2 and 7.4.4.3). A source range monitor (SRM) system 
is also provided to supply additional neutron level information during startup but has no scram functions 
(reference SAR Section 7.4.3.2). Thus the IRM is required in the Refuel and Startup/Hot Standby modes. In 
addition, protection is provided in this range by the APRM 15% scram as discussed in the bases for Specification 
2.1. In the power rimnge. the APRM system provides required protection (reference SAR Section 7.4.5.2). Thus. the 
IRM system is not required in the Run mode. the APRM s cover only the intermediate and power range. the IRM's 
provide adequate coverage in the startup and intermediate range.  

The high-rcactor pressure. hbgh-drywell pressurc.reactor low waier level, and scram discharge volume high level 
scrams are required for the Startup/Hot Standby and Run modes of plant operation. They are therefore required 
to be operational for these modes of reactor operation.  

The turbine condenser low-vacuum scram is required only during power operation and must be bypassed to start 
up the unit.

Amendment No. 66
3.1/4.1-3
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TABLE 3.1-1 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEMI (SCRAM) IIlSTRUMENATATION REQUIREt•ELiTS REFUEL MODE

tinjmum INumber 
of Oprra•le or 
Tripped Instrument 
Chtanncls per 
Trip Systcn•"a1) 

3 

3 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
( ..  

2 

2 

4

Trip Function 

Mode switch in shutdown 

Manual scram 

IRM 
High flux 

Inoperative 

APRM(3) 
"High flux (15% scram) 
Inoperative 

High water level in scram 

discharge volume(4) " 

High reactor pressure 

High drywell pressure(s5 

Reactor low water level 

Turbine condenser low 

vacuum (JR 

Main steamline high 

radiationd") 

Main steamline isolation 
valve closuref 7P

Trip Level Setting 

<_120/125 of full scale 

Specification 2.1 .A.2 

•550 gallons 

<1060 psig 

!52 psig 

>_8 inches")

Ž,21 inches Hg vacuum 

•-7 X normal full power 

background 

_10% valve closure

Amendment No. 66 3.1/4.1-9
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TABLE 3.1-2 

REACTOR PROTECTIOU SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMEtfTATIO11 REQUIREMENTS STARTUP/HOT STANDBY 
14'ODE

Minimum Number 
of Operable or 
TrIppAJ Instrument 
Channcls per 
Trip System()1 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4

Trip Function 

Mode switch in shutdown 

Manual scram 

IRM 
High flux 

Inoperative 

APRM((3 

High flux (15% scram) 
Inoperative 

High-reactor pressure 

High-drywell pressure($) 

Reactor low water level 

High water level in scram 
discharge volumei4} 

Turbine condenser low 
vacuumtl) 

Main steamline high 
radiationt12) 

Main steamline isolation 
valve closure")

Trip Level Setting 

:<120/125 of full scale 

Specification 2.1.A.2 

<1060 psig 

_<2 psig 

>8 inches(81 

<50 gallons 

> 21 inches Hg vacuum 

•_7 X normal full power 

background 

510% valve closure

t

Amendment No. 66

Actiono2) 
A 

A

A 
A 
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A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A
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TABLE 3.1-3

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS RUN MIODE 

M~inlmum Nlumber 
of Operable of 
Tripped Instrument 
Channels pt Acti 

Trip Systern( 1| Trip Function Trip Level Setting A 

1 Mode switch in shutdown A 
M a sA 

1 Manual scram

APRM(3) 
High flux (flow biased) 
Inoperative 
Downscalem") 

High-reactor pressure 

High-drywell pressure 

Reactor low water level 

High-water level in scram 

discharge volume 

Turbine condenser low 

vacuum 

Main steamline high 

radiation(12i 

Main steamline isolation 

valve closure"6) 

Turbine control valve fast 

closure,,, 

Turbine stop valve 
closure{91 

Turbine EHC control fluid 
low pressure19)

Specification 2.1.A.1 

Ž-3/125 of full scale 

<1060 psig 

<2 psig 

Žý8 inches ( 

<50 gallons 

;> 21 inches Hg vacuum 

<7 X normal full 

power background 

<_10% valve closure 

;>40% turbine/generator 
load mismatch(lm 

•10% valve closure 

>900 psig

Amendment No. 66

2 
2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2

A or B 
A or B 

AorB 

A 

A 

A 

A 
A or C 

AorC 

A or C 

A or C 

A or C 

AorC

I
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\C1nh)ri tubes arc provided in the main sicamlines as a means ofmeasuring steam nlow end also limiting the loss 
of mass inventor- fromn the vcssel during a Mteamline break accident. In addition to monitoring steaim flow.  
ialtrumentation i) provided which c., uses a trip of Group I isolation yalves. The primary" function of the 
i-tu amenuation is to dceec; a break ',- the main sicamline. thus only Groyup I valvvs arc closed. For the worst-case 
accident. main sicamline bre:k nutside the drywell. this trip sctting of 140%. or rated steam flow. in conjunction 
with the flow limiters and main steamline valve closure, limits the mass inventory loss such that fuel is not 
uncovcrcd, fuel temperatuics remain less than 1500" F. and release of radioactivity to the environs is well below 
10 CFR 100 guidelines (rcfeercc SAR Sections 14.2.3.9 and 14.2.3.10).  

Te mperature.monitoring instrusen!wtiOn is provided in the maIn steamline tunnel'to detect leaks in this area.  
Trips arc provided on this instrumentation and when excecded cause closure of'Group I isolation valves. Its 
setting of20o0 F is lowv encugh to detect leaks of the order or5 to 10 opm; thus it is capable ofcovering the entire 
spectrum of breaks. For large breaks, it is a backup to high-stcam flow instrumentation diwcussed above, and t1'r 
snmall breaks with the restlting .small release'of radioactivity, gives isolation before the rnideline., (%f 10 CI R 100 
";tre xcxteded.  

High-radiation monitors in the main stearlinc tunnel have been provided to detect gross fuel railure. This 
instrumentation causes closure of Group I valves, the only valves requircd to close for this accident. With the 
established setting of 7 time,s normal background and main steamline isolation valve closure, fissiori product 
release is limited so that I0 CFR 100 guidelines are no;. exceeded for this accident (reference SAR Section 
12.2.1.7).  

Pressure instrumentation is provided which trips when main steamline prc.•eure drop,, helow 825 p~ig..A trip of 
this instrumentation results in closure of Group I isolation valves. In the Refuel and Startufp/lot Stardb. mode% 
this trip function iR hvpa,:sed. This function is provided primarily to provide protection againt a pressure re.ul ucar 
malfrnction which would cause the control and/or bypass valve to open. With the ciup set at 825 psip. inventory 
loss is limited so that fuel is not uncovered arid peak cladding temperatures arc much less than 1500' F; thus, there 
arc no fission products available for releaise other than those in the reactor water (reference SAR Section 
11.2.3).  

The RC'IC and the HPCI high flow and temperature instrumentation are provided to detect a break in their 
respective piping. Tripping of this instrumentation results in actuation of the RCIC or of I- PCI isolation valves.  
Tripping lo-ic for this function is the Namet as that for the main steatiline isolation vatvs-. thus all ,en.,or,, are 
required to be operable or in a tripped condition to meet the single-failurc criteria. I h trils .etti1.s. ol %Ii'l "- and 
300% of dcsign flow and val'.e closure time are such that cure uncoVery is prevented and fission product release 
is within limits.  

The instrumentation which initiates ECCS action is arranged in a one-out-of-two taken tw'ice logic circuit. Unlike 
the reactor scram circuits, however, there is one trip system associated with each function rather tlhtan the two trip 
systems in the reactor protection system. The single-failure criteria are. met by virtue of the fact that redundant core 
cohing functions are provided. e.g., sprays and automatic blowdown and high-pressure coolant injection. fhe' 
specification requires that ira trip system becomes inoperable, the system which it activates is declared inoper abe.  
For example, if the trip system for core spray A becomes inopeable. core sp•ay A i. declared inoperable and the 
Otit-of-,v'ice specifications of Specification 3.5 govern. This specification preserves the cIlec ti eness.of the system 
with re.p"Ct to the .ingle-filure criteria even during peri6ds when maintenance or testing is being performed.  

The control rod block functions arc providcd to prevent excessive control rod withidrawal so that MCPIR. does not 
go below the MCPR-Fuel Claddinq Integrity Safety Limit.  

The trip logic for this runction is one out ofn; e.g., any trip on one ofthe six APRM *... eight lRMNV 
Ibur SRM's will result in a rod block. The minimum instrument channel rcquirenwfnts aIs.urc sutticient 
instrumentation to assure that the single-failure criteri.t are met. The minimtnt inhtrment channel requircmenn,% 
ror the RBM may be reduced by one for a short period of time to allow for mnainteunancc. testing. or calibration.  
Thi.s time period is only--3% or the operating time in a month and does not significantly increase the ri'l tof 
preventing an in:advertent control rod withdrawal.  

AMendment No. 66 " 
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TABLE 3.2-1 

IJSTRUMEIITATION THAT INITIATES PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION FUNCTIONIS

of Operable or 
Trlppcd Instrument 
Channalsf11 Instruments

Reactor low .wates5l 

Reactor low low water 

High drywell pressuret 51 

High flow main steamlinet s) 

High temperature main 
steamline tunnel 

High radiation main 
steamline tunnef'r) 

Low main steam pressure(4) 

High flow RCIC steamrine 

RCIC turbine area high 
temperature 

High flow HPCI steamline 

HPCI area high temperature

Trip Level Setting

>1 44 inches above top of 
active fuel* 

>84 inches above top of 
active fuel' 

<2 psigt3) 

5140% of rated steam flow 

<200° F 

_<7 x normal rated power 

background 

> 825 psig 

:5300% of rated steam flow 

:52000 F 

•<300% of rated steam flow 

•52000 F

Action t2)

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

C 

C 

0 

0

I

I

R'otes 

1. Whenever primary containment integrity is required. there shall be two operable or tripped systems for each function, except 
for low pressure main steamline which only need be available in the Run position.  

2. klion: If the first column cannot be met for one of the trip systems, that trip syslem shall be tripped.  

It the first column cannot be met for both trip systems, the appropriate actions listed below shall be taken: 

A. Initiate an orderly shutdown and have the reactor in Cold Shutdown condition in 24 hours.  

B. Initiate an oederly load reduction and have reactor in Hot Standby within 8 hours.  

C. Close isolation valves in RCIC system.  

D. Close isolation valves in HPCI subsystem.  

3 Keed M be operable when primary containment integrity is not required.  

C The •toation trip signal is bypassed when the mode switch is in Reluel or Starlup/Hot Shutdown.  

5. This instiumentation also isolates the control room ventilation system.  

6. This signal also automatically closes the mechanical vacuum pump discharge line isolation valves..  

"Top of active fuel Is defined as 360" above vessel zero for all water levels used in the 
LOCA analysis Isee Bases 3.2).

Amendment No. 66
3.2/4.2-11
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TABLE 3.2-2 

INSTRUMIENTATION4 THAT IITIATES OR CONTROLS THE CORE AND CONTAIHMENT COOLINJG SYSTEMS

Vinlmum lNumbof 

of OpcrabTe or 
Trlp;d Instrwnonn 
Ctanelsf11 

4 

4(4) 

2

2(3) 
013

Trip Function

Reactor low low 
water level 

High-drywell 
pressure(2),13l 

Reactor low 
pressure 

Containment spray 
interlock 

2/3 core height 
containment 

high pressure

>---84 inches +÷ 4 inches/-O inch) 
above top of active fuel* 

_<2 psig

. 300 psig-<p_<350 psig

Remarks

1. In conjunction with low-reactor pressure 
initiates core spray and LPCI.  

2. In conjunction with high-drywell pressure 
120-second time delay and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto 
blowdown.  

3. Initiates HPCI and RCIC.  
4. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  

1. Initiates core spray, LPCI, HPCI, and 
SGTS.  

2. In conjunction with low low water level, 
120-second time delay, and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto 
blowdown.  

3. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  
4. Initiates isolation of control room 

ventilation.  

1. Permissive for opening core spray and LPCI 
admission valves.  

2. In conjunction with low low reactor water 
level initiates core spray and LPCI.  

Prevents inadvertent operation of containment 
spray during accident conditions.

>2/3 core height 
0.5 psig:p-<l.5 psig

Trip Level Setting

Timer auto 
blowdown

Low-pressure core 
cooling pump dis
charge pressure 

Undervoltage on 
emergency buses

<120 seconds

iC0 pstgp5 <•o psig

NI/A

"Top of active fuel Is defined as 360" above vessel zero for all water levels 
used In the LOCA analysis.  

Amendment No. 66 32/4212

In conjunction with low low reactor water 
level, high-drywell pressure, and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto blow
down.  

Defers APR actuation pending confirmation of 
low-pressure core cooling system operation.  

1. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  
2. Permissive for starting ECCS pumps.  
3. Removes nonessential loads from buses.
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2. The discharge pipe pressure for the 
systems in Specification 3.5.G.1 shall 
be maintained at greater than 40 psig 
and less than 74 psig. If pressure in 
any of these systems is less than 40 
psig or greater than 74 psig, this con
dition shall be alarmed in the control 
room and immediate corrective action 
taken. If the discharge pipe pressure is 

not within these limits in 12 hours 
after the occurrence, an orderly shut
down shall be initiated, and the reac
tor shall be in a cold shutdown condi
tion within 24 hours after initiation.  

H. Condensate Pump Room Flood Protection 

I. The systems installed to prevent or 
mitigate the consequences of flooding 
of the condensate pump room shall be 

operable prior to startup of the 

reactor.  

2. The condenser pit water level switches 
shall trip the condenser circulating 
water pumps and alarm in the control 
room if water level in the condenser 
pit exceeds a level of 5 feet above the 
pit floor. If a failure occurs in one of 

these trip and alarm circuits, the failed 
circuit shall be immediately placed in 

a trip condition and reactor operation 
shall be permissible for the following 
7 days unless* the circuit is sooner 
made bperable.  

3. If Specification 3.5.H.1 and 2 cannot 
be met, reactor startup shall not com

mence or if operating, an orderly shut
down shall be initiated and the reactor 
shall be in a cold shutdown condition 
within 24 hours.

2. Follcwing any pericod where the LPCI 
mcde of the RHR or core spray E"CS 

have been out of service and drained 
for maintenance, the discharge piping 

of the inoperable system shall be 
vented fran the high .roint prior to 
the return of the system to service.  

3. Whenever the HPCI or RCIC system 
is lined up to take suction from the 
torus, the discharge piping of the 

HPCI and RCIC shall be vented from 
the high point of the system and water 

flow observed on a monthly basis.  

4. The pressure switches which monitor 
the discharge lines and the discharge 
of the fill syste-i px-.p to ensure that 
they are full shall be functionally 
tested every month and calibrated every 
3 months. The pressure switches shall 

be set to alarrm. at a decreasing pressure 
of t40 psig and an increasing pressure 
of 90. psig.  

H. Condensate Pump Room Flood Protection 

1. The following surveillance require
ments shall be observed to assure that 
the condensate pump room flood pro
tection is operable.  

a. The piping and electrical penetra
tions and bulkhead doors for the 
vaults containing the RHR service 
water pumps and diesel-generator 
cooling pumps shall be checked 
during each operating cycle by 
pressurizing to 15 ± 2 psig and 
checking for leaks using a soap 

bubble solution. The criteria for 
acceptance shall be no visible leak
age through the soap bubble 
solution.  

b. The floor drains from the vaults 
shall be checked during each oper
ating cycle by removing the end 
cap and assuring that water can be 
run through the drain lines.  

c. The RHR service water pump and 
diesel generator cooling water 
pump bed plate drains shall be 
checked during each operating

Amendment No. 66 ",I •1 'qR
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4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS BASES 

The testing interval for the core and containment cooling systems is based on a quantitative reliability analysis, 

judgment, and practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully testable during operation.  

For example, the core spray final admission valves do not open until reactor pressure has fallen to 350 psig. Thus, 

during operation, even if high drywell pressure were simulated, the final valves would not open. In the case f the 

HPCI, automatic initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into the reactor vessel 

which is not desirable.  

The systems can be automatically actuated during a refueling outage and this will be done. To increase the 

availability of the individual components of the core and containment cooling systems, the components which 

make .up the system, i.e., instrumentation, pumps, valve operators, etc., are tested more frequently. The 

instrumentation is functionally tested each month. Likewise the pumps and motor-operated valves are also tested 

each month to assure their operability. The combination of a yearly simulated automatic actuation test and 

monthly tests of the pumps and valve operators is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.  

With components or subsystems out of service, overall core and containment cooling reliability is maintained by 

demonstrating the operability of the remaining cooling equipment. The degree of operability to be demonstrated 

depends on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment.. For routine out-of-service periods caused by 

preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and valve operability checks will be performed to demonstrate 

operability of the remaining components. However, if a failure, design deficiency, etc., causes the out-of-service 

period, then the demonstration of operability should be thorough enough to assure that a similar problem does 

not exist on the renraining components. For example, if an out-of-service period caused by failure of a pump to 

deliver rated capacity due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected to a flow rate 

test in addition to the operability checks.  

The verification of the main steam relief valve operability during manual actuation surveillance testing. must be rhade 

independent of temperatures indicated by thermocouples downstream of the relief valves. It has been found that a 

temperature Increase may result with the valve still closed. This is due to steam being vented through the pilot valves 

during the surveillance.test. By first opening a turbine bypass valve, and then observing its closure response during relief 

valve actuation, positive verification can be rmade for the relief valve opening and passing' team flow. Closure response of 

the turbine control valves during relief valve manual actuation would likewise serve as an adequate verification for the 

relief valve opening. This test method may be performed over a wide range of reactor pressures greater than 150 psig.  

Valve operation below 150 psig is limited by the spring tension exhibited by the relief valves.  
•. . .. ... ... -T ,-.,rcd o nfthe RHR. HP 0I,

The surveillance requirements to ensure that the discharge piping of the core spray, -.i ...... -........  

and RCIC systems is filled provides for a visual observation that water flows from a high point vent. This ensures 

that the line is in a full condition. Instrumentation has been proviaed to mronitor the 

pressure of w.ater in the discharge piping between the monthly intervals at which the lines 

are vented and alanm the control room if the pressure is inadequate. This instruzmentation 

will be calibrated on the same frequency as the safety system instrumentation and the 

alarm system tested ronthly. This testing ensures that, during the interval between the 

Monthly venting checks, the status of the discharge piping is rmnitored on a continuous 

basis.  

An alarm point of 40 psig for the low pressure of the fill system has been chosen because, due to elevations of 

piping within the plant, 39 psig is required to keep the lines full. The shutoff head 

of the fill system pumos is less than 90 psig and therefore will not defeat the low

pressure cooling pump discharge press interlock 100 psig as shown in Table 3.2-2.  

A margin of 10 psig is provided by the high pressure alarm point of 90 psig.

Amendment No. 66
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-265 

QUAD CITIES UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 60 
License No. DPR-30 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The applications for amendment by the Commonwealth Edison Company 

(the licensee) dated November 7, 1976, February 21, 1978, as supplemented 
May 31, 1978, April 25, 1979 and February 14, 1979, comply with 
the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations 
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the 

provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the 
Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 

by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 

and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 

conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the 
public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 

51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Specifi

cations as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment and 
paragraph 3.B of Facility License No. DPR-30 is hereby amended to read 
as follows:



-2-

3.B Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, 
as revised through Amendment No. 60 , are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A.vIppo it ,Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: April 16, 1981



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 60 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-30

DOCKET NO. 50-265 

Revise the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications as follows:

Remove Add

1.0-2 

1.1/2:1-3 
1.1/2.1-8 
1.1/2.1-10 
3.1/4.1-3 
3.1/4.1-8 
3.1/4.1-9 
3.1/4.1-10 
3.2/4.2-6 
3.2/4.2-11 
3.2/4.2-12 
3.5/4.5-7 
3.5/4.5-8 
3.5/4.5-15

1 .0-2 
1 .1/2.1-2a 
1.1/2.1-3 
1.1/2.1-8 
1.1/2.1-10 
3.1/4.1-3 
3.1/4.1-8 
3.1/4.1-9 
3.1/4.1-10 
3.2/4.2-6 
3.2/4.2-11 
3.2/4.2-12 
3.5/4.5-7 
3. 5/4.5-8 
3.5/4.5-15
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HI. Umitltng Condi(ions for Operation (LCO) The limiting conditions for operation specify the minimum 
acceptable levels of system performance nmcessary to assure safe startup and operation of the facility.  
When these conditions are met. the plant can be operatcd safely and abnormal situations can be safeiy 
controlled.  

1 Lim'hiin Sa fety System Setting (LSSS) - The limiting safety system settings arc scttings on instrumento.  
tion which initiatc the automatic protective action at a level such that the safety limits will not hi 
exceeded. The r•gion between the safcty limit and these scitings represents margin, with normal 
operation lying below thesc settings. The margin has bccn cstablished so" that with proper operation of 
the instrumcntation. the safety limits will never be exceeded.  

K. Logic Sy)-cm Func(tonal Test A logic system functional test means a test of all relays and contacts of 
a logic circuit from sensor to activated device to ensure all components are operable per dcsicn intent.  
Where possible. action will go to completion; i.e., pumps will be started and valves opened.  

L Modes of Operation - A reactor mode switch sele-s the proper interlocking for the operating or 

shutdown condition of the plant. Following are the modes and interlocks provided: 

I. Shutdox.,n - In this position, a reactor'sram is initiated, power to the control rod drive:- is removed.  
and the reactor protection trip systems have been deenergized for 10 seconds prior to pe, :n,,h'. - tier 
manual reset.  

2. Refuel - In this position. interlocks are established so that one control rod only may be withdrawn 
when flux amplitiers are set at the proper sensitivity level and the refueling crane is not over the 
reactor. Also. the trips from the turbine control valves, turbine stop valves, main steam isolation 
valves, and condenser vacuum are bypassed. If the refeling crane is over the reactor, all rods must 

be fully inserted and none can be withdrawn.  

3. Startup/Hot Standby - In this posiion, the reactor protection scram iripb. initiated by condenser low 
vacuum and main steamline isolation valve closure, are bypassed. the low prc,-msre main sreamhn
isolation valve closure iiip is bypassed. and the reactor p.roiceion system is energized. with IRM and 
APRM neutron monitoring system trips and control rod withdrawal interlocks in serlice.  

4. Run - In this position the reactor system pressure is at or above B2S psig. and the reactor protection 
system is energized. with APRM protection and RMB interlocks in service (excluding the 15'" high 
flux scram).  

M. Operable - A system or component shall be considered operable when it is capable of performing is 
intended function in its required manner.  

N. Operaling - Operating means that a system or component is performing its intended functions in its 
required manner.  

0. Operating Cycle - Interval between the end orone refueling outage for a particular unit and the end of 
the next subsequent refueling outage for the same unit.  

P. Primary Contninment Integrity - Primary containment integrity means that the drywell and pressure 
suppression chamber are intact and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. All manuial containment isolation valves on lines connecting to the reactor coolant system or 
centainment which aic not required to be open during accidcnt conditions are closed.  

Amendment No. 60 
1.0-2
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The dofinitions used above for the APRM 
ocram trip apply. In the event of oper
ation with a maximum fraction limiting 
power density (14FLPD) greater than the 

fraction of rated porwer (FRP), the ncetting 

rk-ill be modified as follows: 

FRP 
6 .5D + 43) MFLPD 

The definitions used above for the APRM 
scram trip apply.  

The ratio of FRP to MFLPD shall be set 
equal to 1.0 unless the actual operating 
value is less than 1.0, In which case 

the actual operating value will be used.  

C. Reactor low water level scram setting 
shall be 144 inches above the top of the 
active fuel* at normal operating condi
tions.  

D. Reactor low water level ECCS initiation 
shall be 84 inches (+4 inches /-0 inch) 
above the top of the active fuel* at 
normal operating conditions.  

E. Turbine stop valve scram shall be < 10% valve 
closure from full op:n.  

F. Turbine control valve fast closure scram shall 
initinte upon actuation of the fast closure sole

noid valves which trip the turbine control 
valves.  

0. Main sleamline isolaiion valve closure scram 
shall be : 10% valve closure from full open.  

H. Main Steamline low-pressure initiation ofmain 
steamline isolation valve closure shall be 
S825 psg.  

KTop"of ac-tive fuel is defined to 
be 360 inches above vessel zero 
(See Bases 3.2) 

1.1/2.1-2a j
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. Turbine EHC control fluid low-pressure scram 

on loss of control oil pressure shall be set at 

greater than or equal to 900 psig.  

J. Condenser low vacuum scram shall be set at 

2 ?1 inches Hg vacuum.

Amendment No. 60
1.1/2.1-3
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An increase In the AP.M scram trip setting would dacrnara the =argin present before the 
fuel cladding integrity safety Iimit is reached. Tha A)PRM scram trip setting was determined 
by an analysis of margins required to provide a reasonable range for maneuvering during 
operation. Rcducing this operating margin would increase the frequency of spurious scraMs, 
which have an adverse effect on reactor safety becauve of the resulting thermal stresses.  
Thus, the APR-4 scram trip setting vas selected b,2causo it provides adequate nargin for the 
fuel cladding integrity safety limit yet allows op4rating margin that reduces the possibil
ity of unnecessary scrams.  

The scram trip setting I.rust be adjusted to enaure that the LBGR transient peak is not 
Increased for any c-imbination of maximum fraction of limiting power density (1"'LPD) A: d 
reactor core thermal power. The scram setting is &djustod in accordance with' the forr.ula 
in Specification 2.1.A.l, when the MFLPD is groatGr than the fraction of rated power (Mrp).  

2. 2%PR.F4 Flux Scram Trip Setting (Refuel or Startup/11ot Standby M.ode) 

For operation in the Startup mode while the reactor in at low pressure, the APR.M scram setting 
of 15% of rated power irovides adequjate thcrral margin between the setpoint and the safety 
limit, 25% of rated. The margin is adequate to Lcc-r -odate anticipated maneuvers associated 
with Power plant startup. Effects of increainq prassure at zero or low void content are 

minor, cold water from sources avallable durirng startup is rot much colder thun that already in tte 
system, temperature coefficients are =mall, and-c-nohi61 rod patterns are constrained to be 
uniform by operating procedures backed up by tho zcd worth minimizer. Of all possible sources 
of reactivity input, uniform control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of significant 
power rise. Because the flux distribution asscciatad with uniform rod withdrawals does not 
involve high local peaks, and because several rods must be moved to change power by a signifi
cant percentage of rated power, the rate of pcwer rise is very slow. Generally,'. the heat fl.zx 
is in naar equilibritum with the fission rate. In an assumed uniform rod withdrawal approach 
to the scram level, the rate of power rise. is no mor. than 5% of rated power per minute, and 
the APRM system would be more than adequate to assure a -cram before the power could exceed 
the safety limit. The 15% AFFUM scra-m remains Cctkv6" until the mode switch is placed in the 
Run posit'ion. This switch occurs when reactor pieasure is greater than 825 psig.  

3. IRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The IRM system consists of eight ch.mbars, four in each of the roactor protection system logic 
channels. The IILM is a" 5-decade instru=..-nt which covers the range of power level between that 
covered by the SR-M and the APRM. The 5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges, each being 
one-half a decade in size.  

The IRM scram trip setting of 120 divisions is nctivn in each range of the IRM. For example, 
if the izpstrument were on Range 1, the scram satting would be 120 divisions for that range: 
likewise, if the instrument were on Range 5, the scram would be 120 divisions on that range.  
Thus, as the IRM is ranged up to accormodate the increase in, power level, the scram trip set
ting is also ranged up.  

The most significant sources of reactivity change during the power increase are due to control 
rod withdrawl. In order to ensure that the IR-M provides adequate protection against the 
single rod withdrawal error, a range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analysis 
included starting the accident at various power levels. The most severe case involves an 
initial condition in which the reactor is Just subcritical and the IRM system is not yet on 
scale.  

Additional conservatism was taken in this analysis by assuming that the IRM channelCIosest tc 
the withdrawn rod is bypassed. The results of this analysis show that the reactor is scraped 
and peak power limited to 1% of rated power, thus maintaining MCPR above the fuel cladding 
integrity" safety limit. Based on the above analysis, the IRP M. provides protection against 
local control rod withdrawal errors and continuous withdrawal of control rods in sequence and 
provides backup protection for the APRl.

Amendment No. 60 -- 1./.- '
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G. Rc,-:;,r Coolant Low Prcs'iurc trnlti•tes Main* Steamlsolatlon Valve Closure 

The low-pressure isolation at 825 psig was provided to give protection against fast reactor dcpres
surization and the resu,'ng rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken orthe scram feature which 
occurs in the Run mode when the main stcanlin¢ isolation vl',cs cle closed to provide for reactor 
shuttdown so that operaion at pressures lower than those specifi'd in the thermal hydraulic safety limit 
does not occur, although opcration at a pressure lower than 825 psig would not necessarily 

constitue an unsafe condition.  

H. 1aiii StcainUth Isolation to V'uve Clusure Scram 

The low-pressure isolation of the main steamlines at 'P?3 psig was provided to give protection against 
rapid reactor depressurization and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantagc was taken or 
the scram feature in the Run ,node which occurs when the main steamline isolation valves are closed to 
provide for reactor shutdown so that high power operation nt low react.or pressures does not occur, thus 
providing protection for the fuel clhdding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures 
lower than 825 psig requires that the reactor mode switch b- in the Startup position, where protection 
of the fuel c•adding integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM and APRM high neutron flux scrams.  
Thus. the combination of main steamline low-pressure isolation and i.olation valve closure scram in the 
Run mode assures the availability or neutron flux scram protction over the entire range of applicability 
of the fuel cladding inteority, safety limit. In addition, the isolation vale closure scram in the Run mode 
anticipates the 'res.ure and flux transients which occur during normal or inadvertent isolation valve 
closure. With the scrams set at 10% valve closure in the Run mode, there is no increase in neutron 

) flux.  

1. Turbine EHC Control Fluid Low-Pressure Scram 

The turbine EHC control syssem operates using high-prezsure oil. There are several points in this oil 
system where a lost of oil pressure could result in a fast closure of the turbine control valves. This fast 
closure of the turbine control valves is not protected by the turbine control vaIv6 fast closure sram.i since 
failure of the oil system would n.it result in the fast closure solenoid valves being actuated. For a turhine 
control valve fast closure, the core would he protected by the APRM and high-reactorpressure scrams..  
However. to provide thc same mareins as provided .lbr the geneiator load rejcion on fast closure of the 
turbine control valves. a sc'ram has been added to the reactor protection system which senses failure of 
control oil prc.:.iure to the turbine control system. This is &n anticipatory scram and results in reactor 
shutdown before any significant increase in neutron flux occurs. The transient response is very similar 
to that resulting from the turbine control valve fast closure scram. The scram setpoint of 900 psig is set 
high enough to provide the necessa-y anticipatory function and low enough to m- inimize the number of 
spurious scranms. Normal operating pressure for this system is 1250 psie. Finally, the control valves will 
not start until the fluid pressure is 600 psig. Therefore, the scram occurs well before valve closure 
be inm.  

I. Condenser Low Vacuum Scram 

Loss of condenser vacuum occurs when the condenser can no longer handle the heat input. Loss or 
condenser vacuum initiates a closure of the turbine stop valves and turbine bypass valves which 
eliminates the beat input toxhe condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass valves causes a pie-,surc 
transient. neutron flux rise, and an increase in surrace heat flux. To prevent the cladding safety limit from 
being exceeded if this occurs, a reactor scram occurs on turbine stop valve closure in the Run mode. The 
turbine stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate to prevent the cladding safety limit from 
being exceeded in the event ora turbine trip transient with bypass closure.  
The condenser low vacuum scram is anticipatory to the stop valve closurc scram and cau.es a scram 
before the stop valves arc closed and thus the resulting transient is less severe. Scram occurs in the Run 
mode at .-.- iich lig vacutum stop valve closure occurs at 20-inch HS vacuum; and bypass closure at 7-inch 
lig vacuum.  

Amendment Na. 60
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gallons. As indicated above. there is suflicient volume in the piping to accommodate the scram witho,'t impairment 
of the scram times or amount orinscrtion of the control r ds. This frnctLion'shuts the reactor dow,' • bile sufficient 
volume remains to accommodate the discharged water and precludes the situation in which a scram would be 
required but not be able to perform its function adequately.  

Loss of condenser vacuum occurs when the condenser can no longer handle heat input. Loss of condenser vacuum 
initiates a closure of the turbine stop valves and tirbine bypass valves, which climinates the heat input to the 
condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass valves causes a p-essure transient, neutron flux rise. and an 
increase in surface heal flux. To prevent the claddingsatiety limit from being cxcecdcd if this occurs, a reactor scram 
occurs on turbinV stop valve closure. The turbine stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate io prevent 
the cladding safety limit from being exceeded in the event ofa turbine trip trarsient with bypass closure.  

The condenser low-vacuum scram is a backup to the stop valve closure scram and causes a 
scram before the stop valves are closed, thus the resulting transient is less severe. Scram occurs at 21. inches Jig 
vacuum, stop valve closure occurs at 20 inches Jig vacuum, and bypass closure at 7 inches Hg vacuum.  

High radiation levels in the main steamline tunnel above that due to the normzl nitrogen and oxygen radioactivity 
are an indication of leaking fuel. A scram is initiated whenever such radiation level exceeds seven times normal 
background. The purpose of this scram is to reduce the source of such radiadon to the extent necessary to prevent 
excessive turbine contamination. Discharge ofexcessive amounts ofradio.ctivity to the site environs is prevented 
by the air ejector off-gas monitors, which cause an isolation of the main condenser off-gas line provided the limit 
specified in Specification 3.8 is exceeded.  

The main steamline isolation valve closure scram is set to scram when the isolation valves are 10% closed from 
full open. This scram anticipates the pressure and flux transient which would occur when the valves close. By 

) scramming at this setting. the resultant transient is insignificant.  

A reactor mode switch is provided which actuaies or bypasses the various scram functions appropriate to the 
particular plant operating status (reference SAR Section 7.7.1.2). Whenever the reactor mode switch is in the 
Refuel or Startup/Hlot Standby position, the turbine condenser low-vacuum scram and main steamline isolation 
yalve closure scram arc bypassed. This bypass has been provided for flexibility during startup and to allow repairs 
to be made to the turbine condenser. While this bypass is in effect, protection is provided against pressure or flux 
increases by the high-pressure scram and APRM 15% scram, respectively, which are effective in this mode.  

If the reactor were brought to a hot standby condition for repairs to the turbine condenser, the main steamline 
isolation valves would be closed. No hypo:hesized single failure or sirgle operator action in this mode of operation 
can result in an unreviewed radiological release.  

The manual scram function is active in all modes, thus providing ror a manual means of rapidly inserting control 
rods during all modes of reactor operation.  

The IRM system provides protection against excessive power levels and short reactor periods in the startup and 
intermediate power ranges (reference SAR Sections 7.4.4.2 and 7.4.4.3). A source range monitor (SRM) system 
is also provided to supply additional neutron level information during startup but has no scram functions 
(reference SAR Section 7.4.3.2). Thus the IRM is required in the Refuel and Startup/Hot Standby modes. In 
addition, protection is provided in this range by ihe APRM 15% scram as discussed in the bases for Specification 
2.1. In the power range, the APRM system provides required protection (reference SAR Section 7.4.5.2). Thus. the 
IRM %ystem is not required in the Run mode. the APRM's cover only the intermediate and power range; the IRM's 
provide adequate coverage in the startup and intermediate range.  

The high-reactor pressure, high.drywell pressure.reactor low water level, and scram discharge volume high level 
scrams are required for the Startup/Hot Standby and Run modes of plant operation. They are therefoi'c required 
to be operational for these modes of reactor operation.  

The turbine condenser low-vacuum scram is required only during power operation and must be bypassed to start 
up the unit.  

Amendment No. 60
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TABLE 3.1-1 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMENTATIOH REQUIREMIENTS REFUEL MODE

flinirnum Number 
of Opzrable or 
Trlpp.zd Instrument 
Channcls par 
Trip Systemr1

3 

3 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

-- 2 

2 

2 

4

Trip Function 

Mode switch in shutdown 

Manual scram 

IRM 
High flux 

Inoperative 

APRM(3) 
High flux (15% scram) 
"Inoperative 

High water level in scram 
discharge volumeM 4 

High reactor pressure 

High drywell pressure(s5 

Reactor low water level 

Turbine condenser low 
vacuum (7) 

Main steamline high 
radiation(12 

Main s teamline isolation 
valve closure(7}

Trip Level Setting 

5120/125 of full scale 

Specification 2..I.A.2 

!550 gallons 

•1060 psig 

•52 psig 

Ž8 inches~s)" 

>21 inches Hg vacuum 

•57 X normal full power 

background 

_<10% valve closure

I

Amendment No. 60
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Actlon(21 

A 

A 

A 

A 
A 

A

,A 
A 

A 

A I
A 

A
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TABLE 3.1-2 

REACTOR PROTECTiOI4 SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMIENTAITON REQUIREMENTS STARTUP/HOT STANDBY 
MODE

Minimum N~umber 
of Oprable or 
Trlpped instrument 
Channels per 
Trip Systemnll 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4

Trip Function 

Mode switch in shutdown 

Manual scram 

IRM 
High flux 

Inoperative 

APRMt31 

High flux (15% scram) 
Inoperative 

High-reactor pressure 

High-drywell pressureMs) 

Reactor low water level 

High water level in scram 

discharge volumet41 

Turbine condenser low 
vacuumt(? 

Main steamline high 

radiation(12) 

Main steamline isolation 
valve closure(t7

Trip Level Setting 

_<120/125 of full scale 

Specification 2.1 .A.2 

<1060 psig 

<2 psig 

>8 inchest8 

<50 gallons 

2 21 inches Hg vacuum 

<7 X normal full power 

background 

<10% valve closure

9

Amendment No. 60
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A 

A
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A 
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A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A
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TABLE 3.1.3 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRtUMIENTATIOH REQUIREMEHTS RUN MIODE

M'inlmum IKumber 
of Op.rable or 
Tripped Instrument 
Channels per 
Trip Systomr1| 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2

Trip Function 

Mode switch in shutdown 

Manual scram 

APRMI 3) 
High flux (flow biased) 
Inoperative 
Downscale"" 

High-reactor pressure 

High-drywell pressure 

Reactor low water level 

High-water level in scram 
discharge volume 

Turbine condenser low 
vacuum 

Main steamline high 
radiation"" 

Main steamline isolation 
valve closure,61 

Turbine control valve fast 
closure(9) 

Turbine stop valve 
closure(9) 

Turbine EHC control fluid 
low pressure(91

Trip Level Setting 

Specification 2.1.A.1 

;Ž3/125 of full scale 

<1060 psig 

•_2 psig 

Ž.8 inches "I 

•50 gallons • 

Ž 21 inches Hg vacuum 

•!0 X normal full 

power background 

!510% valve closure 

-240% turbine/generator 
load mismatch!10) 

_<10% valve closure 

Ž900 psig

3.1/4-1-10
Amendment No. 60
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A 

A 

A or B 
Aor8 
A or B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A or C 

A or C 

A or C 

A or C 

A or C 

AorC

I
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\'olri tubes ae provided in the main steaniocs as a means of measuring steam flow and also limiting the loss 
&%I* ma.s inverntory .ini the vcsscl during a steamline break accident. In addition to moniloring steam now.  
ia.truineotation 6 providcd .which :.u~es a trip of Group I isolation valve.-. The primary rimiiton of the 
i,,,ijugmlefation is to deter; a break -',- the main steamline. thus only Gre.up I val,'es arc closed. For the w~orst-case 
occidelit. mnin sicamline break- nutside the drywell. this trip setting of 140%. oF rawd .steam fluw. in conjunction 
with the flow limitcrs and main stleanline valve closure. limits the mass inventory loss such that fuel is not 
uncovered, fuc! temperatuics remain less than 1500° F. and rcleasc orradioactivity to the environs is well below 
10 CFR 100 guidclines (reciuercc SAR Sections 14.2.3.9 and 14.2.3.10).  

"*rcinperaturc-monioring instrueincw tlon is provided in the main steamline tunnel to detect leaks in this arrea.  
Trips are provided on this instrumntatlion and when e•cccded cause closure or Group I isolation valves. Its 
scttino of2o00 I:T low encugh to dctect leaks of the order of 5 to 10 opmi thus it is capablc ofcovering the entire 
spectrum of breaks. For large breaks, it is a backup to high-steam flow instrumentation dikcussed asove. and I;,t 
smiall hreaks with the rcmilting small rclcise'ofradioactivity, givhs isolation bfore the g.uideline., of 10 ClFR 10l 
are exceeded.  

Hligh-radiation monitors in the main stearnlinc tunnel have been provided to detect gross fuel failure. This 
instruinenta.ion causes closure of Group '1 valves, the only valves requircd to close for this accident. \Vith the 
established setting of 7 times., normal back.round and main steamline isolation valve closure. fission product 
release is limited so that IM Ci-R 100 euidelines aic no-,. exceeded for this accidcnt (relerence SAR Section 
12.2.1.7).  

Pressure instrumentation is provided which trips when main steamline prcsxure drop', below 825 pVig.A trip of 
this instrumentation results in closure of Group I isolation valves. In the Refluel and Startup/hl lt Starndb mo,1de% 
this trip function is b'ypased. This function is provided primarily to provide protection against a pre.,sure requh-,,r 
malfunction which would cause the control and/or bypass valve to open. With the trip set at 825 psig. inventory 
loss is limited so that fuel is not incovered arid peak cladding temperatures are much less than 1500' F; thus. there 
are no fission products available for release other than those in' the reactor \yater (reference SAR Section 
11.2.3).  

The RC'i and the IIPCI high flow a-nd temperature instrumentation are provided to detect a break in their 
respective piping. Tripping or this instrumentation results in actuation of the RCIC or of HPCI isolition valves.  
Tripping logic for this function is the same as ilit for tfie main steamline isolaiion valvco, thus all .cnOr5 Ire 
required to be operable or in a tripped condilion o meet the single-railure critcria. I lie trill cttiiip.t il -"M 1- and 
300"r of deshgn flow and valve closure time are such that core uncovery i, prevented and fission product release 
is within limits.  

The instrumentation which initiates ECCS action is arranged in a one.out-of-two taken twvice logic circuit. Unlike 
the reactor scram circuits, however, there is one trip system associated with each function rather than the two trip 
systems in the reactor protection system. The single-failure criteria are, met by virtue of the fact that redundant core 
c,-,ling functions are rrovided. e~g., sprays and automatic blowdown and high-.ressure coolant injcctinn. Ills 
specification requires that ifa trip system becomes inoperab.le the system which it activates is declared inoperable.  
For example, if the trip system for core spray A becomes inoperable, cure .,pi;ny A i,. declarvd ino'perabhle and the 
.• ut-of-service specifications of Specification 3.5 govern. This specification preserves the ell: Cthi cnCss .of the systemn 
"with rll.)pct to the .in!,lC-fail re criteria even during periods when maintenance or testing is being performed.  

"The control rod block functions are Providcd to pre-cnt excessive control rod witlhdrawal -o that M.CPR. does not 
go below the MCPR.Fuel Claddinq'Integrity Safety Limit.  

The trip !o-icfor this function is one out of n; e.g., any trip on one of the six APRM>%. ei-ht IRM't 
lbut SRM's will result in a rod block. The minimum instrument channel req,,irements as.'ure suflioent 
instrumentation to assure that the single-failure criteria are met. The minimum instrumeni channel rcquircmen!% 
for the RBM may be reduced by one ror a short period of time to allow for ma.inten:nc. teiting. or c.ilibration.  
This time period is onl)'-3'% or the operating time in a month and does not significantly increase the risk tof 
preventing an inadvertent control rod withdrawal.  

Amendmeit No. 60
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TABLE 3.2-1 

INSTRUMENTATION THAT INITIATES PRIMARY CONTAIHMEHT ISOLATION FUNCTIONS

V.inimaum NuLmbar 
of Operablie or 
Trlp;d Instrument 
Chmnn+Ts 1

4 

4 

16 

16 

4 

4 

4 

16 

4 

16

Instruments 

Reactor low water"sl

Reactor low Tow water 

High drywell pressurel5s 

High flow main stearnline(s) 

High temperature main 
steamline, tunnel 

High iadiation main 
steamline tunnel(6) 

Low main steam pressureM4 

High flow RCIC steamline 

RCIC turbine area high 
temperature 

High flow HPCI steamline 

HPCI area high temperature

Trip Level Setting 

>1 44 inches above top of 

active fuel' 

ŽP84 inches above top of 

active fuel* 

<2 psigt3) 

5140% of rated steam flow 

5200 ° F 

<_7 x normal rated power 

background 

Ž825 pSig 

•5300% of rated steam flow 

_<200* F 

•5300% of rated steam flow 

<-200 ° F

1. Whenever primary containment integrity is required, there shall be two operable or tripped systems for each function, except 

for low.pressure niain steamline which only need be available in the Run position.  

2. Action: II the first column cannot be met for one of the trip systems, that trip system shall be tripped.  

It the first column cannot be met for both trip systems, the appropriate actions listed below shall be taken: 

A. Initiate an orderly shutdown and have the reactor in Cold Shutdown condition in 24 hours.  

B. Initiate an orderly load reduction and have reactor in Hot Standby within 8 hours.  

e'. Close isolation valves in RClC system.  

D. Ciose isolation valves in I-PCI subsystem.  

3 seed iot be operable when primary containment integrity is not required.  

4. Tho nolation trip signal is bypassed when the mode switch is in Refuel or Startup/Hot Shutdown.  

5. This instrumentation also isolates the control room ventilation system.  

6. This signal also automatically closes the mechanical vacuum pump discharge line isolation valves.  

"Top of active fuel is defined as 360" above vessel zero for all water levels used in the 

LOCA analysis (see Bases 3.2).  

Amendment No. 60 
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TABLE 3.2-2 

INSTRUMIENTATIOIN THAT lINTIATES OR CONTROLS THE CORE ANro CONTAIH1i4ENT COOLING SYSTEMS

IVInlmum gumbor 
of ODrale or 
TrIpPAi Instan.rn 

4

4(4) 

2 

4(31

2

4

2

Trip Function

Reactor low low 
water level

Hiigh-drywell 
pressureM,

13 ) 

Reactor low 
pressure 

Containment spray 
interlock 

2/3 core height 
containment 

high pressure 

Timer auto 
blowdown

Low-pressure core 
cooling pump dis
charge pressure 

Undervoltage on 
emergency buses

Trip Level Setting

>-84 inches ( + 4 inches/-O inch) 
above top of active fuel*

_2 psig

300 psig_<p_•350 psig 

>2/3 core height 
0.5 psig<_p:51.5 psig

5120 seconds

1600 psig:5p:5Ovdipsig

N/A

Remarks

1. In conjunction with low-reactor pressure 
initiates core spray and LPCI.  

2. In conjunction with high-drywell pressure 
120-second time delay and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto 
blowdown.  

3. Initiates HPCI and RCIC.  
4. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  

1. Initiates core spray, LPCI, HPCI, and 
SGTS.  

2. In conjunction with low low water level, 
120-second time delay, and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto 
blowdown.  

3. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  
4. Initiates isolation of control room 

ventilation.  

1. Permissive for opening core spray and LPCI 
admission valves.  

2. In conjunction with low low reactor water 
level initiates core spray and LPCI.  

.Prevents inadvertent operation of containment 
spray during accident conditions.

In conjunction with low low reactor water 
level, high-drywell pressure, and low-pressure 
core cooling interlock initiates auto blow
down.  

Defers APR actuation pending confirmation of 
low-pressure core cooling system operation.  

1. Initiates starting of diesel generators.  
2. Permissive for starting ECCS pumps.  
3. Removes nonessential loads from buses.

*Top of active fuel is defined as 360" above vessel zero for all water levels 
used In the LOCA analysis.

Amendment No. 60 3.2/4.2-12
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is being done which has the potential 

for draining the reactor vessel.  

3. When irradiated fuel is in the reactor 

and the vessel head is removed, the 

suppression chamber may be drained 

completely and no more than one con

trol rod drive housing opened at any 

one time provided that the spent fuel 

pool gate is open and tlhe fuel pool 

water level is maintained at a level of 

greater than 33 feet above the bottom 

of the pool. Additionally, a minimum 

condensate storage reserve of 230,000 

gallons shall be maintained, no work 

shall be performed in the reactor vessel 

while a control rod drive housing is 

blanked following removal of the con

trol rod drive, and a special flange 

shall be available which can be used to 

blank an open housing in the event of 
a leak.

4. When irradiated fuel is in the reactor 

and the vessel head is removed, work 

that has the potential for draining the 

vessel may be carried on with less than 

112,200 ft3 of water in the suppression 

pool, provided that: (I) the total vol

ume of water in the suppression pool, 

refueling cavity, and the fuel storage 

pool above the bottom of the fuel pool 

gate is greater than 112,200 ftW; 

(2) the fuel storage pool gate is re

moved; (3) the low-pressure core and 

containment cooling systems are oper

able; and (4) the automatic mode of 

the drywell sump pumps is disabled.  

G. Maintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe 

1. Whenever core spray, LPCI mode of 

the RHR, HPCI, or RCIC are required 

to be operable, the discharge piping 

from the pump discharge of these sys

tems to the last check valves shall be 

filled.

I

G. Maintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe 

The following surveillance requirements shall 

be adhered to to assure that the discharge 

piping of the core spray, LPCI mode of the 

RHR, HPCI, and RCIC are filled: 

1. Every month prior to the testing of the 

LPCI mode of the RHR and core spray 

ECCS, the discharge piping of these 

systems shall be vented from the high 

point and water flow observed.

Amendment No. 60
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2. The discharge pipe pressure for the 
systems in Specification 3.5.G.1 shall 
be maintained at greater than 40 psig 
and less than 74 psig. If pressure in 
any of these systems is less than 40 
psig or greater than 74 psig, this con
dition shall be alarmed in the control 
room and immcdiate corrective action 
taken. If the discharge pipe pressure is 
not within these limits in 12 hours 
after the occurrence, an orderly shut
down shall be initiated, and the reac

tor shall be in a cold shutdown condi
tion within 24 hours after initiation.  

H. Condensate Pump Room Flood Protection 

1. The systems installed to prevent or 
mitigate the consequences of flooding 
of the condensate pump room shall be 
operable prior to startup of the 
reactor.  

2. The condenser pit water level switches 
shall trip the condenser circulating 
water pumps and alarm in the control 
room if water level in the condenser 
pit exceeds a level of 5 feet above the 
pit floor. If a failure occurs in one of 

these trip and alarm circuits, the failed 
circuit shall be immediately placed in 
a trip condition and reactor operation 
shall be permissible for the following 
7 days unless the circuit is sooner 
made operable.  

3. If Specification 3.5.H.1 and 2 cannot 
be met, reactor startup shall not com

mence or if operating, an orderly shut

down shall be initiated and the reactor 
shall be in a cold shutdown condition 
within 24 hours.

2. Folla.,ing any period where the LPCI 
mode of the RMR or core spray ECCS 
have been out of service and drained 
for waintenance, the discharge piping 
of the inoperable system shall he 
vented fron the high roint prior to 
the return of the system to service.  

3. Whenever the HPCI or RCIC system 
is lined up to take suction from the 
torus, the discharge. piping of the 

HPCI and RCIC shall be vented from 
the high point of the system and water 
flow observed on a monthly basis.  

4. The pressure switches which monitor 
the discharge lines and the discharge 

of the fill system pz-np to ensure that 
they are full shall be functionally 
tested every month and calibrated every 
3 months. The pressure switches shall 
be set to alarm at a decreasing pressure 
of 40 psig and an increasing pressure 
of 5 90 psig.  

H. Condensate Pump Room Flood Protection 

I. The following surveillance require
ments shall be observed to assure that 
the condensate pump room flood pro
tection is operable.  

a. The piping and electrical penetra
tions and bulkhead doors for the 
vaults containing the RHR service 
water pumps and diesel-generator 
cooling 'pumps shall be checked 
during-each operating cycle by 

pressurizing to 15 ± 2 psig and 
checking for leaks using a soap 
bubble solution. The criteria for 
acceptance shall be no visible leak
age through the soap bubble 
solution.  

b. The floor drains from the vaults 
shall be checked during each oper
ating cycle by removing the end 
cap and assuring that water can be 

run through the drain lines.  

c. The RHR service water pump and 
diesel generator cooling water 
pump bed plate drains shall be 
checked during each operating

Amendment No. 60
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4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS BASES 

The testing interval for the core and containment cooling systems is based on a quantitative reliability analysis, 

judgment, and practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully testable during operation.  

For example, the core spray final admission valves do not open until reactor pressure has fallen to 350 psig. Thus, 

during operation, even if high drywell pressure were simulated, the final valves would not open. In the case of the 

HPCI, automatic initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into the reactor vessel 

which is not desirable.  

The systems can be automatically actuated during a refueling outage and this will be done. To idicrease the 

availability of the individual components of the core and containment cooling systems, the components which 

make up the system, i.e., instrumentation, pumps, valve operators, etc., are tested more frequently. The 

instrumentation is functionally tested each month. Likewise the pumps and motor-operated valves are also tested 

each month to assure their operability. The combination of a yearly simulated automatic actuation test and 

monthly tests of the pumps and valve operators is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.  

With components or subsystems out of service, overall core and containment cooling reliability is maintained by 

demonstrating the operability of the remaining cooling equipment. The degree of operability to be demonstrated 

depends on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment.-For routine out-of-service periods caused by 

preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and valve operability checks will be performed to demonstrate 

operability of the remaining components. However, .if a failure, design deficiency, etc., causes the out-of-service 

period, then the demonstration of operability should be thorough enough to assure that a similar problem does 

not exist on the remaining components. For example, if an out-of-service period caused by failure of a pump to 

deliver rated capacity due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected to a flow rate 

"test in addition to the operability checks.  

The verification of the main steam relief valve operability during manual actuation surveillance testing must be made 

independent of temperatures indicated by thennocouples downstream of the relief valves. It has been found that a 

temperature increase may result with the valve still closed. This is due to steam being vented through the pilot valves 

during the surveillance test. By first opening a turbine bypass valve, and then observing its closure response during relief 

valve actuation, positive verification can be made for the relief valve opening and passing steam flow. Closure response of 

the turbine control valves during relief valve manual actuation would likewise serve as an adequate verification for the 

relief valve opening. This test method may be performed over a wide range of reactor pressures greater than 150 psig.  

Valve operation below 150 psig is limited by the spring tension exhibited by the relief valves.  

The surveillance requirements to ensure that the discharge piping of the core spray, LPCI mode of the RHR, HPCI, 

and RCIC systems is filled provides for a visual observation that water flows from a-high point vent. This ensures 

that the line is in a full condition. Instrumentation has been provided to monitor the 

pressure of %,ater in the discharge piping between the monthly intervals at which the lines 

are vented and alarnn the control room if the pressure is inadequate. This instr=.ent3tion 

will be calibrated on the same frequency as the safety system instrumentation and the 

alarm system tested monthly. This testing ensures that, during the interval between the 

monthly venting checks, the status of the discharge piping is monitored on a continuous .  

basis. ____ 

An alarm point of a 40 psig for the low pressure of the fill system has been chosen because, di-Ttb-elevations of

piping within the plant, 39 psig is required to keep the lines full. The shutoff head 

of the fill system pumps is less than 90 psig and therefore will not defeat the lcw

pressure cooling pimp discharge press interlock 100 psig as :shown in Table 3.2-2.  

A margin of 10 psig is provided by the high pressure alarm point of 90 psig.  

A 
Amendment No. 60
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__ UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NOL6TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-29, 

AND AMENDMENT NO.60TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-30 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

QUAD CITIES STATION UNIT NO. 1 

QUAD CITIES STATION UNIT NO. 2 

DOCKET NOS. 50-254, 50-265 

1.0 Introduction 

By letters dated November 7, 1§76 and Fberuary 21, 1978, Commonwealth Edison 
Company (the licensee) requested amendments to the Technical Specifications 
for Quad Cities Units 1 and 2. Additional information was provided by 
licensees letters dated May 31, 1978, and February 14 and April 25, 1979.  

The requested amendments to the Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 Technical Speci
fications involve five proposed changes to instrument setpoints associated 
with the main steam, condensate and emergency core cooling systems. The 
setpoint changes involve the following four trip functions and alarm: 

Turbine Condenser-Low Vacuum Scram Setpoint 
Main Steamline-Low Pressure Isolation Setpoint 
Main Steamline-High Flow Isolation Setpoint 
ECCS-ADS Interlock Setpoint 
ECCS-High Pressure Alarm Setpoint 

The licensee has proposed changes to the above instrument setpoints to 
reduce the number of nuisance alarms and spurious trips caused by drift 
of the present instrument settings. This has resulted in reportable 
occurrences having no safety significance.  

2.0 Evaluation 

The staff has evaluated the effects of the proposed changes on core and 
system transient performance and on postulated accident consequences.  
We also have evaluated the setpoint changes relative to Regulatory Guide 
1.105, "Instrument Setpoints." This provides guidelines in the selection of
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instrument setpoints, considering instrument accuracy, drift, margin, 
range, adjustment mechanism, and assumptions used in selecting setpoints.  

2.1 Turbine Condenser-Low Vacuum Scram Setpoint 

The licensee has proposed that the turbine condenser low vacuum scram 
setpoint be lowered from >23 inches to >21 inches Hg vacuum. Loss of main 
condenser vacuum results in closure of the turbine stop valves and disables 
the turbine bypass function. Closure of the stop valves without bypass in 
turn causes a pressure transient, neutron flux rise and increase in fuel 
cladding surface heat flux. However, closure of the turbine stop valves 
results in a reactor scram signal as soon as the valve position reaches 
90% open. Thus for a loss of condenser vacuum, the condenser low vacuum 
scram anticipates the subsequent stop valve closure and thereby results in 
a less severe reactor pressurization and fuel thermal heat flux rise.  

An instantaneous and total loss of vacuum represents the most severe loss 
of condenser vacuum which can be postulated. Such an event would simulta
neously cause fast closure of the turbine stop valves and prevent bypass 
function while minimizing the beneficial effects of the anticipatory low 
condenser vacuum scram function. The consequences of this postulated event 
(instantaneous loss of condenser vacuum), are bounded by the turbine trip 
without bypass (TT w/o BP) transient, which assumes no credit for the anti
cipatory (low condenser vacuum) scram. For the TT w/o BP analysis, credit 
is taken for the direct stop valve closure scram. Thus, the consequences 
of the loss of condenser vacuum event is not explicitly analyzed since it 
is bounded by the more limiting TT w/o BP event. Since the more severe 
licensing basis TT w/o BP event does not take credit for the subject low 
vacuum scram, a change of the scram setpoint value will nQt affect the con
sequences for this limiting event. Thus, although the consequences of the 
(slower) loss of vacuum could be expected to be somewhat more severe because 
of a later scram, the safety margins associated with the licensing basis 
event (i.e., TT w/o BP)will not change.  

The proposed vacuum scram setpoint change has also been reviewed for 
consistency with the quidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.105. The range, 
accuracy, drift, margin and span of the four turbine condenser low vacuum 
pressure switches satisfy the recommendations of the applicable guide.  

In view of the foregoing considerations, the proposed low vacuum setpoint 
changes are acceptable.  

2.2 Main Steamline-Low Pressure Isolation Setpoint 

The licensee has proposed to lower the main steamline low pressure isolation 
setpoint from >850 psig to >825 psig. The purpose of the low pressure 
isolation setpoint is to give protection against an excessive reactor de
pressurization which would result in rapid cooldown of the vessel and to 
assure that reactor power operation at pressures lower than that specified 
in the basis for the thermal-hydraulic safety limit does not occur.
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The most limiting event, which takes credit for the main steamline low 
pressure isolation setpoint is the pressure regulator failure transient.  
For this event the regulator is assumed to fail in the fully open position.  
Vessel pressure drops rapidly until steamline pressure falls to the low 
pressure isolation setpoint, which initiates closure of the main steamline 
isolation valves. The resulting pressurization and power increase transient 
is quickly terminated when the MSIVs reach 10 percent closed position 
causing a reactor scram.  

Lowering the setpoint from 850 psig to 825 psig will permit a somewhat lower 
pressure to be attained during the subject transient which will result in 
increased.voiding prior to the effects of repressurization resulting from 
MSIV closure. The incremental increase on negative reactivity caused by 
the somewhat larger void content will effectively result in the pressuriza
tion phase of the transient initiating at a lower power level. Since 
sensitivity studies show pressurization transients are milder when initiated 
at lower power levels the proposed change will effectively lessen the decrease 
in Critical Power Ratio (CPR) caused by a pressure regulator failure. No 
other potentially limiting transients or accidents take credit for this 
safety setting, and the reduced setting provides adequate protection 
against violation of the lowest pressure specified in the basis for the 
thermal-hydraulic safety limit.  

The proposed main steamline low pressure isolation setpoint changes have 
been reviewed for consistency with guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.105.  
The accuracy, drift, margin, range and span of the four main steamline low 
pressure switches satisfy the recommendations of the applicable guidance.  

On the basis of the foregoing considerations regarding the proposed main 
steamline low pressure isolation setpoiht~changes, the proposed changes 
are acceptable.  

2.3 Main Steamline-High Flow Isolation Setpoint 

The licensee has proposed to increase the main steamline high flow 
isolation setpoint from <120% of rated steam flow to <140% of rated steam 
flow. The licensee states that the higher value should allow the 
reactor to operate at full power during MSIV closure testing without 
initiating a total isolation which would result in a reactor scram. That 
is, the remaining three steam lines will be able to pass 133% of rated 
steam flow without initiating a high flow isolation.  

The purpose of the main steamline high flow isolation function is to 
provide protection against pipe breaks in the main steamline outside 
the drywell. The licensee states that the consequences of a main steam
line break, as evaluated in the FSAR, Will remain unchanged with the 
high flow setpoint increased from 120% to 140% of rated steam flow.  
The basis for this conclusion is that for a complete severence of one 
main steamline, steam flow almost instantaneously increases to a maximum 
of 200% of rated steam flow as limited by the flow restrictors. Thus, 
the present and proposed setpoint would be attained virtually at the 
same time. The licensee further states that for this reason the FSAR 
does not explicitely consider a particular high flow isolation setpoint.
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We agree with the licensee's conclusion that for a complete severence 
break the consequences will remain unchanged. However, we requested 
that the licensee show that the proposed setpoint change would not alter 
the conclusion that the complete severence break is the worst break 
within the spectrum of postulated steamline breaks occurring outside of 
conta inment.  

In response to our request the licensee reports that the plant would have 
to be operated at 140 percent steam flow conditions for several minutes 
before the doses associated for the DBA steamline break would be equaled.  
However, the licensee further states that the plant would operate no 
longer than 10 seconds in this mode. This conclusion is based on the 
results of the pressure regulator failure transient analysis which shows 
that at a steam flow rate of only 115%, vessel pressure would drop by 
about 100 psi in the first 10 seconds. Thus closure of the MSIV would be 
rapidly initiated. For a steam flow rate of 140% MSIV closure would initiate 
even sooner due to the faster depressurization. Thus even though the steam 
flow associated with a somewhat larger steam line break could avoid being 
terminated by the raised high flow isolation setpoint, the break would 
rapidly be isolated by a low reactor pressure condition.  

The proposed main steamline high flow isolation setpoint changes have been 
reviewed also for consistency with guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.105.  
The sixteen. differential pressure flow switches used for the main steamline 
high flow isolation function are found to satisfy the recommendations 
of the applicable regulatory guide.  

On the basis of the foregoing considerations regarding the proposed main 
steamline high flow isolation setpoint changes, the proposed changes are 
acceptable.  

2.4 ECCS-ADS Interlock Setpoint and ECCS-High Pressure Alarm 

The licensee has proposed to increase the Low Pressure Coolant Injection 
(LPCI) pump discharge pressure interlock setpoint of the Emergency Core 
Cooling System - Automatic Depressurization System (ECCS-ADS) from its 
present range of 75 psig to 100 psig to a new range of 100 psig to 150 psig.  
Additionally, the licensee has proposed that the high pressure alarm set
point of-the ECCS fill system be increased from < 74 psig to < 90 psig.  

The purpose of the ECCS-ADS interlock is to ensure that, prior to ADS 
initiation, following a small break LOCA in which the high pressure core 
spray system fails, the LPCI pumps are running with sufficient discharge 
pressure to adequately reflood the core. The licensee has requested the 
interlock setpoint pressure range be increased to ensure that the low 
end of the pressure range cannot be satisfied by the ECCS fill system 
pump.  

The shutoff head of the low pressure coolant injection pumps is approxi
mately 350 psi. Thus the increased ECCS-ADS interlock pressure can easily 
be achieved and exceeded by any normally running LPCI pump. In response 
to our request, the licensee provided an acceptable basis for their position 
that the LPCI pumps could reach the higher interlock pressure within the
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time period assumed in the most recent LOCA-ECCS analysis involving ADS 
initiation. The maximum allowable time for the LPCI pumps to achieve full 
speed (discharge pressure) after receiving the ECCS actuation signal is 
43 seconds. In addition, ADS blowdown initiates after a 120 second time 
period has elapsed from a coincident high drywell pressure and low water 
level signals with LPCI discharge side pressure satisfying the ECCS-ADS 
interlock pressure. Thus at least a 77 second margin is available for ADS 
operation. Additionally the startup sequence for the LPCI pumps given 
in Section 6.2.7.3 of the FSAR indicates that all LPCI pumps would be 
expected to reach full speed (discharge pressure) 20 seconds after high 
drywell pressure is reached. Thus the staff agrees that there is no 
additional delay in ADS initiation which would affect peak cladding 
temperatures for LOCA-ECCS analyses involving ADS initiation.  

The proposed ECCS-ADS interlock and ECCS-high pressure alarm setpoint changes 
have been reviewed also for consistency with Regulatory Guide 1.105. The 
ECCS-ADS interlock Technical Specification limit and setpoint changes 
include coordinating and changing eight RHR pressure switches, four core 
spray switches and one ECCS fill system high pressure alarm switch. The 
thirteen pressure switches affected by the proposed changes satisfy the 
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.105.  

On the basis of the foregoing considerations regarding the proposed 
ECCS-ADS system interlock setpoint changes, the proposed changes are 
acceptable.  

3.0 Environmental Consideration 

We have determined that these amendments do not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will 
not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this 
determination, we have further concluded that these amendments involve 
an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental 
impact, and pursuant to 10 CFR Section 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental 
impact statement, or negative declaration and environmental impact 
appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the issuance of these 
amendments.  

4.0 Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the amendments do not involve a significant increase in the 

probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and do not 

involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendments do not 

involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered 
by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be 

conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and the issuance 

of these amendments will not be inimical to the common defense and security 
or to the health and safety of the public.

Dated: April 16, 1981
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NOS. 50-254 AND 50-265 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS TO 

OPERATING LICENSES 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued 

Amendment No.66 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-29, and Amendment 

No. 6 0 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-30, issued to Commonwealth 

Edison Company and Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company, which revised 

the Technical Specifications for operation of the Quad-Cities Nuclear 

Power Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2, located in Rock Island County, Illinois.  

The amendments are effective as of the date of issuance.  

The amendments revise the technical specifications td change 

setpoints for certain system settings which include (1) turbine condenser 

low vacuum scram, (2) main steamline low pressure isolation, (3) main 

steamline high flow isolation, (4) ECCS-ADS interlock and (5) ECCS fill 

system high pressure alarm.  

The applications for the amendments comply with the standards and 

requiremtntsof the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and 

the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate 

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations 

in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendments. Prior 
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public notice of these amendments was not required since the amendments do 

not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of these amendments 

will notresult in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant 

to 10 CFR Section 51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative 

declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in 

connection with issuance of these amendments.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the application 

for amendments dated November 7, 1976 and February 21, 1978, with supplements 

of May 31, 1978, April 25, 1979 and February 14, 1979, (2) Amendment No. 66 

to License No. DPR-29, and Amendment No. 60 to License No. DPR-30, and (3) 

the Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are 

available for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 

1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D. C., and at the Moline Public Library, 

504 - 17th Street, Moline, Illinois. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be 

obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Licensing.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this l6th_ day of April 1981.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

7 
Vernon'L. Rooney, Acting Chieý 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing


